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§0. Introduction
To every algebraic vector bündle F on a (smooth, projective) variety X one can
associate Chern classes c{ = ci(f)BAi(X) where A*(X) denotes the Chow group in
codimension i. The case j = l shows that these are much finer invariants than the topological
Chern classes clop(F)eH2i(X9 Z). Now if S is a surface, then given two classes c^A^S);
i = l, 2 there always exists a rank 2 vector bündle Fön S with ct(F) = ct. This is easy to see,
but there seems to be no reference in the literature. (The corresponding topological result was
proved by Schwarzenberger in [Seh].) In general it is of course not possible to give the classes
ct arbitrarily since the topological classes determined by the ct have to be the Chern classes of
an algebraic bündle. Even if this is the case it seems unlikely that there always exists a bündle
with given classes cf. But it does not seem easy to construct counterexamples. In this paper we
consider the question from the point of view of deformations. More precisely, we present two
examples showing that the answer to the following question of Ph. Griffiths is negative.
Question. Let X be a variety and let F be a vector bündle on X with Chern classes
Ci = cffieA^X). Moreover let X = ( ^ -* ?* be a deformation of X such that the
Chern classes of F can be extended to X (i.e. there are varieties Zy c X and integers nij9
such that ZynJirt = Zijtt is defined for all i, whereas Xw^y,o represents ct). Can one thenj
extend F to a vector bündle & on
Here we present two counterexamples, one in the case where X is a surface (§ 2), the
other where X is a threefold (§ 3). In both cases Fhas rank 2. These two examples have very
different flavours. In the surface case it is trivial that c2 can be extended to the deformation X.
In the case of threefolds this is a highly non-trivial condition. The second example (we use a
sextic threefold in ij) is much inore subtle and we believe it to have some intrinsic geometric
interest.
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§ 1. Rank 2 bundles on surfaces
In this section we prove
Proposition 1. Lei S be a smooth projective surface. For given Chern classes cf e A f (S);
i = 1,2 there exists a rank 2 vector bündle F on S with ct(F) = cf; i = l, 2.
Proof. Let H be a very ample divisor on S. For n e N we consider the Chern classes
By Kodaira vanishing we have
(1) h2(ci) = h2(ci + 2nH) = Q for n»0.
By [Kl], theorem 5.8, we can write
where D, E are smooth curves. Hence in A2 (S):
c2 = c2 + nH(D -
i.e.
c2 = c2 + /i#2 + nH[_(n-
Using Kleiman-Hironaka's result on smoothing cycles [Kl], theorem 5.8, we can write for n
sufficiently big
c2 + nH2 = Zi
where Z± is a smooth cycle. Again for n big enough we have
where Z2 is smooth and disjoint from Zt. Hence c2 can be represented by the smooth cycle
Z = Zi + Z2. Because of (1) we can apply Serre's construction [OSS], §5, and get an
extension
0 -» Gs -+ E -> Jrz(-c1~2w//) -> 0
where E is a vector bündle with Chern classes
It follows that the vector bündle
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has the desired Chern classes, i.e. c^F) = ci for i = l, 2.
§ 2. Surface case
Here we give an example which provides a negative answer to Griffiths' question in the
case where S is a projective surface and F is a rank 2 bündle. We start with a Comessatti
surface Sc P49 i.e. an abelian surface whose hyperplane section is of the form
where C, D are smooth genus 2 curves and
degC2 ~ degZ)2 = 2, deg(C.D) = 3 .
For more details about these surfaces see [La]. We now choose a family $*= (JQi6T of
abelian surfaces in P4 such that
(2) Num(JT,) = ZH
for generic t€ T (i.e. there is a dense subset of t with this property). We set
Then
These Chern classes can be extended to X. This is trivial for cv For c2 this follows since
c2(JP) can be represented äs the difference of two smooth cycles (cf. the proof of pro-
position i).
Proposition 2. The vector bündle F cannot be extended to 3C.
Proof. Assume there is an extension $* of F to X and let
Ft*=*\Xt (teT).
By construction, Riemann-Roch and the ampleness of C
Hence by semi-continuity
(3)
Let / € T be such that (2) holds. By (3) there exists a section 5 € H° (Ft). First assume that
its zero-set (s)Q contains a curve, say E, Then
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h°(Ft® Φ(-Ε)} = h°(Ft® G(-nH')) Φ 0
where n E /V and H' is numerically equivalent to H. But this contradicts semi-continuity since
The latter follows e.g. from
(-C~nH').H<0, (C-nH').H<0.
Hence (s)0 has the expected codimension and we get a contradiction since
degts)0 = degc2 = -degC2 = -2 < 0.
Remarks. (i) Using the above ideas one can, of course, easily construct other examples,
similar to the one given here.
(ii) Using the proof of proposition l one can construct a vector b ndle F' with
C.(F) = cf(F), i = 1,2 which extends to X.
§3. The threefold case
Before we can give our example we need some preparations. Let Xc P4 = P be a
smooth sextic hypersurface containing a line L (there exist many examples s we shall
see shortly).
From the normal b ndle sequence
0 _>
 NL/X -+ NL/P -+ NXIP\L ·+ 0
one finds that Ci(NLfX) = GL(~ 3). Since moreover
Serre's construction gives a (unique) extension
(4) 0 -* Ox -+ F -*
where F is a rank 2 b ndle on X with
^(10- «M- 3),
Let us now consider a family $* == (ATf)fer of sextics in P4with X0 = X. We assume Γ to be
Stein.
Proposition 3. F can be extended to X ifand only ifL deforms in 3f, L e. there is a surface
S c X s.th. Lt = S n Xt is a line in XJor all te Γ.
Before proving this we first show
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Lemmal. (i) A°(F(1)) = 5.
(ii)
(iii)
Proof. (i) follows immediately from (4). We consider the exact sequence
(5) 0 -+ Jm(k) -+ Ox(k) -> GL(k) -* 0.
This gives A*(,/L/jr(-2)) = 0 and from (4) we get A1^!)) = 0. By Serre duality
Again using (5) we find hl(*/L/x) = 0 and (4) then implies A1 (F(3)) = 0. Using duality once
more we find
and from (4) we get
= (1).
Proof of proposition 3. First assume that L deforms in S£. Since hi(0x(k)) = 0
for i = 1,2 it follows from semi-continuity and the assumption that T is Stein that
A* ($£·(&)) = 0. Hence we can apply Serre's construction to 5'c X thus getting a vector
b ndle 3F which extends F.
Now assume that F extends to $> and let Ft «= & \Xt. Since A°(F) = l we have two
cases, namely (1) A°(JPf) = 0 for t Φ 0 and (2) A0^) = l for all t e T. We claim that (1)
cannot occur. It follows from c2(F) = L that c2(Ft). H = l for all te T (here H denotes
the hyperplane in P). Hence
c2(F?) - ca(Ff(3)) - Lt
where Lt.H = l for all /, i.e. Lt is the class of a line in projective space. Moreover
where HXt = HnXt. Hence h°(Ft) = 0 for ί Φ θ implies A0(/;(/)) = 0 for /^2. In
particular A°(fr(l)) = 0. By semi-continuity it follows from lemma l that
kl(Ft(l)) = A2(F((1)) = 0. Again by lemma l this shows
Since A°(Ff (/)) = 0 for / ^  2 every section Ο Φ se Γ(/)(3)) vanishes in codimension 2. Since
ο2(/^(3)) = L, and since (s)0 has no embedded components it follows that (s)0 = Lt is a
line s a scheine. But then we get an extension
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0 - 0χ. -+ Ft(3) -> Λ^Ο) -> 0
from which one gets that c±(NLtlx) = 0*t(3), a contradiction.
It remains to treat case (2). In this case n^ s &T where π : X -> Γ is the projec-
tion map. Consider the section l eF(
 T ) s Γ(^). It follows from (4) and semicontinuity
that A°(Ff( — 1)) = 0 for all ieT. Hence the section constructed above vanishes in
codimension 2 for all te T and it's zero-set gives the desired surface S.
We now choose a smooth quadric surface Q c P3 c. P. On Q we consider lines L, #
which belong to different rulings, i.e. L ~ (1,0), .βΓ~ (0, 1).
Proposition 4. TAere exists a sextic Xa P4 s.th.
(51) X is smooth.
(52) XnQ = L\j2KvR where R is a smooth curve of bidegree (5,4) and
= {P1,...,P5} consists ofmutually distinct points.
Proof. Let HQ be the hyperplane section on Q. The restriction map
rest: \6H\ -> \6HQ\
is surjective. We set
\6H- 2K- L\ := rest"1 \6HQ - 2K- L\ .
Our first claim is that \6H—2K — L\ contains a smooth member. Clearly the base locus of
\6H— 2 K— L\ is Kv L. By Bertini's theorem the general member of \6H-2K — L\ is
therefore smooth outside K v L. Hence it is enough to show that for each P e K u L the set of
all sextics m\6H— 2K— L\ which are singular at P has codimension ^ 2. For this it suffices
to construct a pencil ίη\6Η — 2Κ— L | s. th. every member of this pencil is smooth at P. This
is easy: Let #er(0pj(2)) be an equation for Q and z4er(0F(l)) an equation for P3.
Moreover let /^Γ^ί/)) for / = 4,5 s.th. ft(P) Φ 0. Then the pencil spanned by qf4
and Z4/5 will do.
Now let R c Q be any smooth curve of bidgeree (5,4) s. th. (Kv R) n L = {P15 . . . , P5 }
with the points Pt mutually different. Let X ' be a sextic with X' n Q = L u 2 K v R. Then (S2)
is fulfilled. Since the general member of the linear System \6H — 2K— L\is smooth we can
deform X' slightly to a smooth sextic X. Since (S2) is an open condition in\6H — 2K—L\we
are done.
Let X be s above. From the normal b ndle sequence
0 -» NLIX -* NLIP -> NX/P\L -* 0
we get a map
*X:H\NLIP) -
Let
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Then the vector space
W>= {ueH°(0L(6));u(Pd = 0, i > l, ..., 5}
has dimension 2.
Proposition 5. There exists a sextic Xa P4 s.th. (Sl) and (S2) hold and additionally
(S3)
Proof. Note that (S 3) is a consequence of
(S3)' The following equations are linearly independent in H0(NL!P):
<*x(s)(Pi) = 0 (seH°(NLIP); i, ..., 5).
Assume we are given L, K, R äs in proposition 4. Since Q is smooth and L c Q we can
introduce homogeneous coordinates z0, ...,z4 in P = P4, s.th.
and such that
(6)
dq
Using the coordinates z2, z3, z4 we get an Identification
Let X' = {/g = 0} be any sextic in P through £. Then the map
H°(NX,/P\L)
+ H°(VL(6)),
becomes
Our first aim is to construct a sextic X' through L, s.th. the equations
(7) MsXP^O (/ = !,...,5)
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are linearly independent in 3 //° (0^(1)). To do this we choose polynomials/}6r(0p (/));
/ = 4,5 S.th.
(S\
 4 0;/-1,2,3; /4(P() = 0; i = 4,5,
= 0; i =1,2, 3;
We consider the sextic X' = {/g = 0} where
Straightforward calculation shows that the equations (7) then become
(9)
Using equations (9) for i = 4,5 and (8) this implies immediately s4 = 0. The remaining
equations become
(10)
Because of (6) these equations are clearly independent and we have found the desired X'.
Now let X = {/6 = 0} be the sextic from proposition 4. We set
resp. X" = {/<? = 0}. Then
JT n =
Moreover for general ε the sextic X" is smooth and the equations
αχφ)(Ρί) = 0 (/ = !,. ..,5)
are linearly independent, i.e. X" fulfills (Sl), (S2) and (S 3).
Now let .Fand Fbe s above. We want to return to our original problem, i.e. define a
deformation X = (Xt)t€T such that the Chern classes ct (F)9 c2 (F) extend to X, not however F.
Since ct (F) = Φχ(- 3) it is clear that ct(F) extends to X. The hard part is to choose X s.th.
c2(F) extends.
Theorem. Let XandFbe s above andassume that X fulfills (S1)-(S3). Then there exists
a deformation X = (Xt)teT of X s.th.
(i) The Chern classes ct(F) = Gx(- 3) and c2(F)~L extend to X.
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(ü) F does not extend to X.
Proof. By proposition 5 we can choose a section s e W c H° (
 { (6)) s. th. s Im
Since s(P^) = 0 for i = l, ..., 5 we can define a section ,s'e/;f0(0£uKuK(6)) by
S'\L = 5,
i'|K = 5'|K = 0.
Using the exact sequence
0 -> 0Ö(0,1) -* (Pö(6) -, ^UKUK(6) -^ 0
and the fact that A1 (0Q(0, 1)) « 0 (Künneth) we can lift s' to Q and hence to P. Let/6 be such
a lift. We then consider the deformation of X = {/6 = 0} given by
*, = {/6 + '/ = 0}.
Note that by construction KvRc Xt for all t and hence
where Cf is a divisor of bidegree (1,1) and C0 = K+L, Let
Since £0 = L i t follows that c2(F) extends to $"= (Jfi)f6r.
It remains to show that F does not extend. To see this note that the infinitesimal
deformation of ^defined by $*is given by/6lJre/f0(C^(6)) = H°(NX/P). Look at the maps
- H«(NXIP\L)
t«,
H»(NLfp).
By construction
i.e. the deformation (3Qf€T contains no infinitesimal deformation of L in P [GH], p. 253.
In particular L does not extend to 3C and hence F does not extend to 3C by proposition 3.
Remark. It is tempting to try and generalise this construction to either hypersurfaces of
higher degree in P4 or - more interesting - to hypersurfaces in higher-dimensional projective
space. However there does not seen to exist a straightforward generalisation in either case.
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